Since fractal image compression is computationally very expensive, speed-up techniques are required in addition to parallel processing in order to compress large images in reasonable time. In this paper we discuss parallel fractal image compression algorithms suited for MIMD architectures which employ block classification as speed-up method.
Introduction
Fractal image compression 9, 10, 27, 31] has generated much interest in the image compression community as possible competitor 11] to well established compression techniques (e.g. DCT-JPEG) and to newer technologies (e.g. wavelets). Additionally, hybrid techniques partially based on fractal coding have evolved 3, 4, 41] . One of the main drawbacks of conventional fractal image coding is the high encoding complexity (whereas decoding complexity is much lower) as compared to e.g. transform coding. On the other hand, fractal image compression offers interesting features like resolutionindependent and fast decoding, and good image quality at low bit-rates which makes it an interesting candidate for off-line applications (e.g. video-on-demand (VoD), photo or video CD-ROMs, etc. In this work we discuss parallel fractal image compression algorithms suited for MIMD architectures which additionally employ the sequential speed-up method "block classification" in order to speed up the computation furthermore. It should be noted that the algorithms discussed in this work are not restricted to fractal compression only, but may be applied to all types of applications where block matching operations are involved (like e.g. vector quantization or block-based motion estimation techniques).
Fractal Image Compression
Fractal image compression exploits similarities within images. These similarities are described by a contractive transformation of the image whose fixed point is close to the image itself. In our implementation the image transformation consists of block transformations which approximate smaller parts of the image by larger ones, using contractive affine transforms. The smaller parts are called ranges and the larger ones domains. All ranges together (range pool) form This work was partially supported byÖsterreichische Nationalbank, Jubiläumsfonds project no. 6900 and was presented in part at the Fourth International Conference of the ACPC (ACPC'99), Salzburg, February 1999. a partition of the image. The domains (having twice the height and length of the ranges) can be selected freely within the image and may overlap. For each range an appropriate domain must be found. The domain blocks are transformed to match a given range block as closely as possible.
To compare image blocks (i.e. range and domain) usually rms (root mean square error) is used. The transformation applied to the domain classically consists of the following parts:
Geometrical contraction (usually implemented by averaging the domain).
Affine motion (modeled by using the 8 isometries of the square block).
Gray value adaptation (a least square optimization is performed in order to determine the best values for the parameters describing contrast and brightness modification, respectively).
In a non-adaptive algorithm for each range the block transformation with the smallest rmserror becomes part of the image transformation -no matter how well the range can be covered. In an adaptive algorithm the error of a single block transformation is compared to a predefined maximum error. If the calculated error is larger the specific range is split into smaller blocks which are then covered independently or coded directly in the case of the lowest partition level. So -in contrast to the non-adaptive algorithm -a specific image quality can be guaranteed. As a typical example for this kind of algorithm serves the "adaptive quadtree algorithm" 9, 31].
The search for appropriate transformations is computationally enormously expensive and causes the need for an acceleration of the encoding speed.
In literature, several sequential complexity reduction schemes are presented (for a summary of such techniques see 38]). In this paper we focus on discrete feature extraction methods often also denoted as block classification (see e.g. 9, 28, 29] ). The domain pool is divided into several classes according to specific discrete features within the domain blocks. The features of the range determine the class in which optimal matches should be located (i.e. only within this single class the search for the optimal match is performed). The use of discrete feature extraction methods usually slightly reduces the achieved image quality.
Fractal Image Compression on MIMD Computers
Fisher 9] points out that the simplest way to implement a fractal encoder in parallel is to assign a piece of the image to each processor element (PE Depending on the memory capacities of the PEs either algorithms of class A or B are applied. The change from class A to B has to be paid with the de-facto loss of dynamic load balancing possibilities and/or a much higher communication demand. As a consequence, algorithms of class A show a much better scalability.
Therefore, algorithms of class A are well suited for execution on multiprocessors whereas on multicomputers the most suitable algorithm is chosen according to possible memory restrictions (of course preferably out of class A).
Classification Based Speed-up on MIMD Computers
The block-classification of the domain pool needs to be performed prior to the actual compression. Therefore, it may be executed in sequential or parallel mode, no matter which class the subsequent fractal compression algorithm belongs to. Parallel algorithms of class A are very efficient and show nearly linear speedup in the order of the number of processors. They may include dynamic load balancing, and the number of PEs can be larger than with algorithms of class B before a bottleneck in the host-process occurs 42]. Therefore, this class is a good basis for combining parallel algorithms and sequential speed-up techniques in an efficient way. When processing large images on distributed memory architectures, unfortunately these algorithms cannot be applied due to memory restrictions. Consequently, the domain pool has to be distributed among the PEs (algorithms of class B). Algorithms of this type can be distinguished according to whether the assignment of parts of the domain pool to each PE is done prior to or after any precalculations.
In the first case the domain pool is distributed evenly among the PEs (fixed distribution), in the second case the distribution is performed according to the results of the precalculations (adaptive distribution).
Parallel Classification
Parallel precalculations for classification methods with predefined classes include the following steps:
1. Distribution of the domain pool (and possibly also the range pool) to the PEs in a way that each PE receives an equal sized part. Each PE receives either the entire pool but uses only a part for precalculations or receives only a part.
2. On each PE: Precalculations for specific sub-domain pool.
3. Redistribution of the domain pool including results of precalculations (or only results if the nodes already possesses the whole pool). This redistribution can either be organized by a host process or by the PE themselves.
Classification methods with image-adapted classes include a kind of image-adapted clustering process. In literature -for example -Kohonen's self-organizing maps 20] or LBG codebook generators 29] are used. This clustering process must be done prior to the classification process and is not discussed here. The steps following these procedures are the same as for methods with predefined classes.
The following parameters determine the efficiency of parallel precalculations: number of PEs, speed of PEs, communication cost, complexity of precalculations, size of the image, and amount of overlap of the domain pool.
The more PEs are available the more time is wasted if all PEs perform all precalculations.
But the results must be redistributed after the precalculations for most of the algorithms discussed. This induces that either each node must communicate with each other (which has a complexity of O(p 2 ), p=number of PE) or a host process must collect and redistribute the results which might cause a bottleneck in the host. Therefore, the complexity of the entire precalculations on a single PE (also determined by the size of the image) must be compared with the communication cost of distributing values to the PE, complexity of calculations on the PE, and redistributing the results. It turns out that it is often more efficient to perform the precalculations sequentially, since the small computational effort does not justify the parallelization effort (e.g., this is true for the classification applied in our experiments).
Classification and Class A Algorithms (CA)
The entire image (and consequently the entire domain pool) is residing on each PE. After the precalculation step the ranges may be distributed among the PEs and processed independently. The distribution can be performed dynamically or statically -also, the optimal static distribution may be performed for each quadtree level 15]. This is done similarly to the technique C2B introduced in the next section -knowledge about the class structure of both domain and range pool is required for this task.
It should be noted that the communication effort of class CA algorithms remains constant as compared to that of class A algorithms without classification during the fractal encoding itself. On the other hand, computations are reduced significantly for each range (by a factor of 1=c in the ideal case, if c denotes the number of classes) for class CA algorithms. Therefore, the choice of a suitable communication structure and load balancing scheme is even more important for class CA algorithms.
Classification and Class B Algorithms (CB)

Algorithms C1B -Fixed Distribution
The domain pool is distributed evenly among the PEs. Each PE performs necessary precalculations (i.e. averaging, classification) for its private domain pool. Consequently, parallel precomputations may be performed in this case without the need of subsequent data redistribution. If a range is processed by a PE it is first classified and the corresponding class of the private domain pool is being searched. Subsequently, the range is passed on to the next PE in the pipeline.
For a specific range a specific class provides domains for an optimal match and only this class is being searched. The sizes of the classes in the private domain pools on the PEs will generally be very different for different PEs. Therefore, the processing time for a given range might be very different on different PEs, which leads to a severe disturbance of the pipelined execution.
Consider the following bad case: On each PE exists one class which contains far more domains of the private pool as compared to the other classes. This large class may be different for different PEs. A PE on which a range is classified into the large class has a significantly higher processing time than most other PEs. This effect may occur for almost each range at different time instances. Since the "slowest" range determines the speed of the pipelined execution the speed-up is limited and -in a worst case -equal to or even smaller than the speedup of the parallel algorithm without additional sequential speed-up techniques.
The requirement for optimal speed-up concerning discrete feature extraction methods is therefore a uniform size distribution of the domain classes on each PE. The size distribution of the domain classes can be controlled to some extent if discrete feature extraction methods with image adapted classes are being used -if fixed or heuristic classes are used a different strategy is needed for avoiding the load balance problem. However, if fixed distribution is used, it is important not to execute the pipeline in synchronized manner -the unsynchronized pipelined processing mode is capable of compensating the load balancing problem to some extent. 
Algorithms C2B -Adaptive Distribution
For this type of algorithms it is necessary to have knowledge about the class structure and size of the classes of both range and domain pool, respectively. The precalculations are done prior to any adaptive data distribution. Contrary to the fixed distribution we do not perform a distribution of the domain pool itself but we distribute the classes among the PEs -both domains and ranges of a given class are assigned to a given PE which calculates the optimal match. This means that we neither apply data parallelism via ranges (class A) nor via domains (class B) but via classes.
An optimal distribution of the classes among the PEs therefore depends on:
Class structure of range pool According to the precalculations, we know the number of ranges and domains belonging to a given class (for example see Figure 1 ).
The use of image-adaptive classes with uniform class sizes would save the computation of the class complexities at the cost of an even more expensive adaptive class generation. However, the number of range-domain comparisons within a class can be determined in any case -we denote this number as "class complexity" (see Figure 2 ). The total of all class complexities gives the overall complexity of the algorithm. Obviously, we have to distribute the class complexities evenly among the PEs.
These observations lead to the following optimization problem: Given the number of PEs and the precalculated class complexities, distribute the class complexities as uniformly as possible among the PEs. This type of optimization can be interpreted as simple knapsack problem with several knapsacks of equal size. An additional constraint of this optimization may be the memory capacity of the PEs -in the case of very small capacity it may not be possible to distribute the class complexities at once but a step-by-step assignment (possibly dynamically) might be necessary.
An additional issue to be considered is that the calculated distribution of class complexities is valid only for the first quadtree level of the adaptive quadtree decomposition. The distribution of classes of the domain pool of the subsequent quadtree levels among the PEs is different from the distribution of the first level. (For a comparison of class complexity distribution of three quadtree levels see Figure 2 ). Therefore, a class complexity calculation and distribution is required at each quadtree level. These procedures involve a synchronization and centralization step at each quadtree level which limits parallelization efficiency.
Preferably, entire classes are distributed among the PEs according to their calculated complexities. However, this technique may lead to a very unbalanced load distribution (large class complexities may occur, which significantly exceeds one PE's quota, see e.g. 19, p.283]) and is restricted to the case #PE #classes. In order to overcome these restrictions we must allow the distribution of the class complexity of each class. The decision whether a class complexity is distributed or not is controlled by a tolerance parameter which specifies the allowed deviation from the uniformity of the final complexity distribution. Theoretically, a completely uniform distribution is achievable by setting this parameter to zero. But in this case communication and memory demand rises since many small complexities (the minimal size in our case is one range and the domain pool of one class) have to be distributed.
Although sophisticated techniques may be used for distributing the class complexities among the PEs, the following simple technique has proven to be sufficiently precise. The class complexities are sorted and subsequently assigned to the PEs starting with the largest one. If a class complexity exceeds one PE's computed quota, it is assigned to the PE with the next lower complexity level, and so on. If a class complexity exceeds all PE's quotas, it is assigned to the PE with the current lowest complexity level. The amount of complexity exceeding the PE's quota is assigned again to the set of not yet distributed class complexities. This is done by assigning all domains of this class to the PE, whereas only the corresponding share of ranges is assigned to it. Unfortunately, this technique has to be paid with a slight increase of memory demand on the PEs, since the domains of a single class may be assigned to different PEs for several times.
This technique is applied until all class complexities have been distributed. Depending upon the choice of the tolerance parameter, we accomplish a more or less uniform load distribution.
Note that if for any reason dynamic load balancing is required (e.g. due to changing load conditions in multi-user environments or memory constraints) it is straightforward to create a task pool of any desired structure using the technique described above. We want to emphasize that load balancing is not possible in a sensible way in the case of a fixed distribution.
A final remark on memory requirement: in memory critical systems the fixed domain pool distribution is done by distributing the image itself evenly. On each PE the necessary domains are calculated from this image part, which may dramatically reduce memory demand in return for increase of computational demand if an overlapping domain partition is used. In such a case the described technique of precomputed adaptive distribution is not successful since the technique "higher complexity for lower memory" is not applicable (since the domains of one class will generally be distributed over the entire image). Therefore, precomputed adaptive distribution is restricted to non-overlapping or "little-overlapping" domain partitions (which is a must for large images anyway). For domain partitions with a higher amount of overlap class complexities are distributed in a dynamical way (see previous paragraph) according to the available memory resources on the single PEs. 
Experimental Results
We apply an adaptive quadtree algorithm (starting with range-size 16 16 pixels we partition until size 4 4 is reached, subsequently the range is coded directly) and employ a greyvalue classification scheme which is introduced by Fisher 9] . This scheme uses the ordering of mean and variance values in the four blockquadrants as classification feature and results in 72 classes. This is of course only one possibility for a discrete feature extraction method. Many other techniques exist, which may result in an either higher or lower number of classes (see e.g. 28, 29] ). The domains in the domain pool are chosen to be non-overlapping (as it is done in most fractal coders in order to keep the complexity reasonably low) or overlapping with offset 4 (for ensuring higher quality 12]). The necessary precalculations (i.e. domain averaging and classification) are not performed in parallel due to reasons explained earlier (depending on image content precomputations require only 1% or less of the entire sequential processing time).
It should be noted that the validity of our algorithmic considerations is neither affected in principle by the choice of the concrete classification technique nor by the image partitioning method employed (the applicability of the algorithms discussed is, of course, bound to the existence of discrete feature extraction methods for e.g. quadtree, HV, or triangulation 5] based partitioning). Therefore, our results do carry over to a wide range of different algorithms.
The following images with 8bpp are used: the well known Lena image (1024 1024 pixels) and a satellite image (1024 1024 and 2048 2048 pixels) ( see Fig. 3 .a and 3.b, respectively).
For our experiments we use a FDDI interconnected NOW consisting of 8 DEC AXP 3000/ 400 workstations and a SGI POWERChallenge GR with 2.5 GB memory and 20 MIPS R10000 processors. PVM 40] is employed for implementing a message passing based host/node configuration whereas we use PowerC 1] for shared memory programming (the corresponding algorithm is denoted "PC"). In shared memory programming a sequential algorithm may be transformed into a parallel one by simply identifying areas which are suitable to be run in parallel i.e. in which no data dependencies exist. Subsequently, only local and shared variables need to be declared and parallel compiler directives are inserted. Therefore, shared memory programming can be performed very quickly. On the other hand, message passing requires an explicit programming of each communication event occurring among processors and is consequently very time demanding. However, message passing programs written in e.g. MPI or PVM may be used without changes on different architectures (no matter if multiprocessors or multicomputers) whereas shared memory programming always uses a native programming language.
The number of PEs as depicted in the plots refers to the number of node processes, the vertical axis shows speed-up relative to sequential execution. The host process is executed on a different PE and is not counted (except in the case of algorithm PC where no explicit host process with different functionality exists). If not declared otherwise, algorithm CA is executed with dynamic load balancing using single ranges as tasks and algorithm C2B allows the distribution of class complexities of single classes to a certain extent.
We start with the results of the message passing algorithms suited for multicomputers. Fig.  4 shows a comparison of algorithms CA, C1B, and C2B using non-overlapping domain pool on the NOW. For both images considered there is a fixed and clear ranking: C2B performs best, C1B worst, and CA is in-between. The relation between algorithms CA and C1B is in complete accordance with the case without classification based speed-up 42], but the absolute performance of both algorithms is very poor. Whereas we easily achieve almost linear speedup for algorithms of class A and at least logarithmic speed-up for algorithms of class B, here speed-up for algorithm CA is very moderate (e.g. 2.6 or 3 using 6 node PEs) and speedup for algorithm C1B is saturated at 3 node PEs for both images considered (at a value of 1.5 or 1.9, respectively). This effect is due to the significant reduction of computational effort required for algorithms using classification -since the communication amount is not reduced, efficiency (and, as we shall see later, scalability as well) is diminished. On the other hand, algorithm C2B shows considerably better results for both images and especially its relation to C1B entirely conforms with the theoretical considerations. However, it should be noted that algorithm C2B may be "emulated" under algorithm CA conditions (i.e. enough memory to keep the entire image on the node PEs). This leads to an even improved performance since only index-information about the distribution of classes needs to be transferred to the node PEs instead of the data itself.
Obviously, the dynamic task distribution approach in algorithm CA is not competitive in this setting. Therefore, different strategies have been investigated (which have been discussed before for class A algorithms 15]). Whereas a static distribution of 30% or 50% of all ranges and subsequent dynamic range distribution as applied before does not lead to an improvement of the results, sensible static distribution of all ranges sometimes does. Let n denote the number of PEs, r the number of ranges, and s = r=n.
In the case of block distribution PE i gets ranges R is R is+1 R is+2 : : : (contiguous image blocks are assigned to the node PEs). This is what would probably be done in an SPMD approach. This strategy behaves very poorly, as it can be seen in Fig. 5 out further splitting and another one receives many blocks that have to be split several times, the loads of these two PEs differ significantly.
In the case of leap distribution PE i gets ranges R i R i+n R i+2n : : : (the blocks are assigned to the PEs in interleaved manner and are therefore distributed across the entire image). This strategy leads to a slight improvement of the results of CA using 5 and 6 node PEs, as can be observed in Fig. 5 .a. (Note, that in Fig. 4 .a algorithm CA is used with leaps.) Of course, the success of this distribution strategy depends on the structure of the image considered. Also, the application of some sort of precalculation (e.g. variance calculation) in order to determine the amount of splitting required fo each range fails, since the class structure of the domain pool is not considered.
In Fig. 5 .b we display results concerning algorithms CB only. Note that although performing worst again, the performance of algorithm C1B is improved as compared to Fig. 4 . This is caused by the higher amount of computation required for a domain pool with offset 4. The effect of distributing the class complexity of single classes is shown here as well. We notice a small gain in the case of enabling this type of distribution. (The effect would of course be more spectacular if more PEs and a classification with less classes is employed.)
Before discussing the results on the multiprocessor, note the fact that the speed of the PEs of the SGI is about a factor of 4 higher as compared to the PEs of the DEC AXP workstations in the NOW. Fig. 6 shows results for 1024 1024 pixels images on the SGI.
Contrasting to the results seen before, we notice a saturation and even decrease of speed-up. For a non-overlapping domain pool (Fig. 6 .a) the peak in speed-up for the message passing algorithms is reached at 4 PEs, however, their relative behaviour is preserved to some extent. For 6 PEs and more algorithm PC is significantly more efficient and exhibits good scalability. For a domain pool with offset 4 (Fig. 6 .b) a similar but less pronounced tendency may be observed. Obviously, the small overall amount of computations as compared to communication leads to a bottleneck in the host-node configuration very soon. It is interesting to see that algorithm C1B shows almost constant speed-up for 6 PEs upwards whereas algorithms CA and C2B reach a peak at 12 PEs and loose speed-up subsequently.
Finally, we present results for the 2048 2048 pixels satellite image on the SGI (Fig. 7) . At first sight it is clear that the higher amount of computation required for the large image significantly improves the efficiency and scalability of the message passing algorithms. This effect may be observed as well when comparing nonoverlapping and offset 4 domain pools (Fig. 7 .a and Fig. 7 .b, respectively).
Additionally, the enormous advantage of shared memory programming (algorithm PC) is reduced. However, for a high number of PEs algorithm PC is still best performing. For both domain pool settings a tendency already observed in Fig. 6 .b is clearly visible: Whereas algorithm CA is superior for a lower number of PEs, algorithm C1B is performing better using 16 and 18 PEs. This effect is due to the communication structure of algorithm CA where the dominant host process causes a bottleneck at higher PE numbers. On the other hand, the pipelined execution mode of algorithm C1B can cope with this situation better.
Conclusion and Future Research
In the discussion of parallelization approaches for classification accelerated fractal image compression algorithms we have seen that all kinds of message passing algorithms show a limited scalability and should therefore be restricted to moderate parallel multicomputers. Within this class of algorithms a parallelization via classes has turned out to be most efficient (algorithm C2B), followed by parallelization via ranges (CA), and domains (C1B). However, algorithm C1B shows the best scalability due to the lack of a dominant host process. On multiprocessors, shared memory programming is clearly superior to message passing if a large number of PEs is employed, especially in the case of low overall computational demand.
Future research will be conducted on how to employ multidimensional nearest neighbour search techniques 37] ( which is currently the most efficient sequential speed-up technique for fractal encoding) within parallel algorithms of class A and B.
